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PURPOSE 

The aim of this study was to study the dehydration behaviour of a model drug, theophylline 

monohydrate (TP MH), using MEMS technology. By tracking the resonant behaviour of TP MH 

during heating and cooling cycles the monohydrate form of theophylline could be identified and it was 

possible to track the main dehydration events of TP MH.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

The majority of pharmaceuticals are marketed as solid dosage forms. In order to ensure the quality of a 

drug product it is paramount that processing and environment induced stresses (temperature, humidity 
and pressure) are controlled during manufacturing. This means that a thorough understanding of the 

physiochemical and mechanical properties of these solid dosage forms is vital in order to preserve the 

performance of a drug product.  
It has been well documented that the hydrate can influence the stability, solubility and bioavailability 

of active pharmaceutical ingredients (API). [1] There is an increasing interest in understanding the 

dehydration processes of hydrates because of their key importance to processability and storage. 
Whilst a macroscopic level understanding of the dehydration mechanism of hydrates exists, molecular 

level insight into hydrate-anhydrate transformations is still limited. In this study, a MEMS resonator in 

combination with a laser-Doppler vibrometer were used in order to track hydrate-anhydrate 
transformation of TP MH to its stable anhydrous form (TP AH) during a heating-cooling cycle.  

 

METHOD 

All the used solid-state analytical methods (differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), thermal 

gravimetric analysis (TGA), X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD), confirmed the solid-state form of TP 
to be TP MH (CSD ref code: THEOPH01). The resonant MEMS was actuated with a piezoelectric 

crystal and a laser-Doppler vibrometer was used for read out. Measurements were conducted in air. 

Temperature control was achieved using a Linkam hot stage (FTIR600 stage, T95 Linksys controller).   
Dehydration of the model drug was measured in a linear temperature profile from ambient conditions 

to 90°C and back with a heating rate of 5 K/min. The resonant behaviour was tracked by continuously 

measuring a 2D grid of points on the TP MH during the temperature cycle. Spectra were obtained 
through FFT analysis on the displacement signal response to a chirping actuation (sampling time: 64 

ms per point). 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

DSC data showed a broad endothermic peak (~55-80°C) and TGA revealed a weight loss (~9%) 

equivalent to the stoichiometric (1:1) water content of TP MH (Figure 1). The vibrometer showed the 
first out of plane vibrational mode at 24 kHz (Q factor: 120). By tracking the resonant behaviour of the 

system during the heating cycle we obtain information both on the mass and mechanical properties of 

the system simultaneously. In this way it is possible to follow how the drug transforms to the 

anhydrate form, TP AH 

(180.16 Da, 1.493 g/cm3) 

(Figure 2). Initially a 
decrease in the Rf (relative 

frequency shift = 9 %) [2] 

was observed during heating, 
indicating that the Young’s 

modulus of TP MH was 

decreasing (~25 – 68°C). 
From 68°C a dramatic 

frequency shift of the first 

resonance mode to 30 kHz is 
observed. This can be 

explained with a fundamental 

change in the mechanical 

properties of TP indicating 

the expected crystal lattice 

transformation when a 
majority of the initially  

bound water has evaporated  

resulting in the stable 
anhydrous 

form of theophylline. [3] 

 

CONCLUSION  

The observed results are consistent with those obtained by established pharmaceutical sensing 

methods such as DSC and TGA. While using MEMS to characterize the dehydration behaviour of the 

drug compound offers the typical advantages of micro technology like small sample sizes and fast 

analysis there is a more fundamental advantage in this case. Tracking the resonant behaviour gives us 

information about the water loss and crystal lattice changes with a time resolution in the ms range. 

This gives a much more detailed view of the dehydration mechanism transforming TP MH to TP AH 

in comparison to standard analytical methods like DSC and TGA. Future work will focus on extracting 

specific values by tracking multiple eigenmodes. 
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Figure 1. DSC and TGA thermograms 

showing water loss at ~55-80ºC.  
Figure 2. Rf tracking of TP MH during 

thermal cycling using a laser-Doppler 

vibrometer.  
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